Introduction {#s1}
============

Active system memory consolidation theory proposes that sleep-dependent memory consolidation is orchestrated by three cardinal sleep oscillations ([@bib21]; [@bib30]; [@bib37]; [@bib50]; [@bib62]; [@bib65]; [@bib78]): (1) Hippocampal sharp-wave ripples represent the neuronal substrate of memory reactivation ([@bib81]; [@bib87]; [@bib90]), (2) thalamo-cortical sleep spindles are thought to promote long-term potentiation ([@bib2]; [@bib19]; [@bib66]; [@bib73]; [@bib74]), while (3) neocortical SOs provide temporal reference frames where memory can be replayed, potentiated and eventually transferred from the short-term storage in the hippocampus to the long-term storage in the neocortex, rendering memories increasingly more stable ([@bib15]; [@bib21]; [@bib23]; [@bib65]). Importantly, these three oscillations form a temporal hierarchy, where ripples and spindles are nested in SO peaks, with ripples also being locked to spindle troughs. This hierarchy likely constitutes an endogenous timing mechanism to ensure that the neocortical system is in an optimal state to consolidate new hippocampus-dependent memories ([@bib15]; [@bib16]; [@bib30]; [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib40]; [@bib56]; [@bib62]; [@bib78]).

Recent findings indicate that the precise temporal coordination of SO-spindle coupling is deteriorating over the lifespan, which contributes to age-related memory decline ([@bib29]; [@bib51]; [@bib88]). It is currently unclear if similar principles apply to brain maturation and how the dynamic interplay of SOs and spindles is initiated. Critically, the transition from childhood to adolescence is marked by considerable changes in sleep architecture and cognitive abilities similar to the transition from young adulthood to old age ([@bib13]; [@bib33]; [@bib35]; [@bib57]; [@bib76]; [@bib75]). Previous research mainly focused on the individual development of SOs and sleep spindles across brain maturation, showing that these cardinal sleep oscillations undergo a substantial evolution in their defining features such as amplitude, frequency, distribution and occurrence ([@bib11]; [@bib12]; [@bib25]; [@bib26]; [@bib38]; [@bib55]; [@bib64]; [@bib77]; [@bib79]).

Currently, two major obstacles hamper our understanding of how the precise temporal interplay between SOs and spindles predicts brain development and memory formation. First, pronounced changes in sleep oscillatory activity pose major methodological challenges for assessing and comparing SOs and sleep spindles across the age spectrum ([@bib52]). Second, memory performance was rarely tested in developmental sleep studies, thus, impeding our understanding of the functional significance of temporal SO-spindle coupling for memory formation.

Here, we leverage a unique longitudinal study design from childhood to adolescence to investigate how SO-spindle coupling emerges during development and infer its functional significance for developing memory networks. To account for the substantial morphological alterations of SO and spindle morphology across brain maturation, we developed a principled methodological approach to assess SO-spindle coupling. We utilized individualized cross-frequency coupling analyses, which enable a clear demonstration of SO-sleep spindles coupling during both developmental stages. Critically, over the course of brain maturation from childhood to adolescence, more spindles are tightly coupled to SOs, which directly predicts improved memory formation.

Results {#s2}
=======

Using a longitudinal study design, we tested 33 healthy participants during childhood (age: 9.5 ± 0.8 years; mean ± SD) and during adolescence (age: 16 ± 0.9 years). At both time points participants underwent full-night ambulatory polysomnography at their home during two nights (adaptation and experimental night; [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and performed a declarative memory task during the experimental night ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). After encoding, participants recalled word pairs before and after a full night of sleep. As previously shown ([@bib26]), memory recall improved from childhood to adolescence ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; F~1,32 ~= 38.071, p\<0.001, η^2^ = 0.54) and immediate recall was better than delayed recall (F~1,32 ~= 6.408, p=0.016, η^2^ = 0.17; Maturation\*Recall Time interaction: F~1,32~ = 2.059, p=0.161, η^2^ = 0.06). Next, we assessed the relationship of sleep-dependent memory consolidation (delayed recall -- immediate recall) between childhood and adolescence and found no correlation between the two maturational stages ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1A](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}; for a direct comparison of sleep-dependent memory consolidation see [Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). During adolescence, memory consolidation was superior after a sleep retention interval compared to a wake retention interval ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}), indicating a beneficial effect of sleep on memory.

![Study design and behavioral results.\
(**A**) Longitudinal study design. Participants were recorded during childhood (blue) and adolescence (red). Recording periods were separated by 7 years. Participants underwent two full-night ambulatory polysomnographies in their habitual sleep environment at both time points respectively. The first night served adaptation purposes. At the following experimental night, participants performed a declarative word pair learning task during which they encoded and recalled semantically non-associated word pairs before sleep. The post-sleep recall was separated by a 10 hr (childhood) and 8 hr sleep during the retention interval (adolescence). (**B**) Word pair task design. Participants encoded 50 word pairs during childhood (blue) and 80 word pairs during adolescence (red). Every word pair presentation was followed by a fixation cross. Participants were instructed to imagine a visual connection between the two words. Timing parameters are indicated in the respective colors for childhood (blue) and adolescence (red). During the recall trial, only the first word of the word pair was presented and participants had to recall the corresponding word. Participants received no performance feedback. (**C**) Behavioral results for the word pair task. Performance was measured as percentage of correctly recalled word pairs. Participants showed a higher performance during adolescence. Black circles indicate individual recall scores.](elife-53730-fig1){#fig1}

Oscillatory signatures of NREM sleep during childhood and adolescence {#s2-1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate whether SO-spindle coupling accounts for enhanced memory formation from childhood to adolescence, we first assessed the oscillatory signatures of NREM (2 and 3) sleep. We compared spectral estimates during childhood and adolescence using cluster-based permutation tests ([@bib44]) across frequencies from 0.1 to 20 Hz ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; at electrode Cz). We found that EEG power significantly decreased from childhood to adolescence between 0.1 to 13.6 Hz (cluster test: p\<0.001, d = −2.74) and 14.6 to 20 Hz (cluster test: p\<0.001, d = −1.60; [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, inspection of the underlying spectra revealed that this effect was driven by (I) an overall offset of the 1/f component of the power spectrum on the y-axis and (II) by a shift of the peak frequency in the spindle band. In order to mitigate the prominent power difference, we first z-normalized the signal in the time domain, which alleviated the differences above \~15 Hz ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis showed increased spectral power during childhood from 0.3 to 8.4 Hz (cluster test: p=0.002, d = −084), which was broadband and not oscillatory in nature. In addition power differences between 10.6 to 12.8 Hz (cluster test: p=0.040, d = −1.07) and 13.4 and 14.8 Hz (cluster test: p=0.046, d = 1.12) directly reflected the spindle peak frequency shift from childhood to adolescence. To account for the differences in broadband 1/f and oscillatory components, we disentangled the 1/f fractal component ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) from the oscillatory residual ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) by means of irregular-resampling auto-spectral analysis (IRASA [@bib29]; [@bib84]). We found that a significant decrease in the fractal component between 0.3 and 10.8 Hz from childhood to adolescence ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; cluster test: p\<0.013, d = −0.90), accounted for the prominent broadband power differences as observed in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. To assess true oscillatory brain activity, we subtracted the fractal component ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) from the normalized power spectrum ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), to isolate SO and spindle oscillations in the frequency domain ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Oscillatory signatures of NREM sleep.\
(**A**) Uncorrected EEG power spectra (mean ± standard error of the mean \[SEM\]) during NREM (NREM2 and NREM3) sleep at Cz during childhood (blue) and adolescence (red). Grey overlays indicate significant differences (cluster-corrected). Note the overall power decrease from childhood to adolescence. (**B**) Z-normalized EEG power spectra. Same conventions as in (A). Significant differences indicate a change in the fractal component of power spectra (0.3--8.4 Hz) and a spindle frequency peak shift (10.6--14.8 Hz) from childhood to adolescence. (**C**) Extracted 1/f fractal component. Same conventions as in (A). Decrease of the fractal component (0.3--10.8 Hz) from childhood to adolescence. (**D**) Oscillatory residual of the NREM power spectra obtained by subtracting the fractal component (C) from the z-normalized power spectrum (B). Oscillatory residual shows clear dissociable peaks in the SO and sleep spindle frequency range (dashed boxes) during both time points, indicating true oscillatory activity. (**E**) Spindle amplitude development. Spindle amplitude (exemplary depiction at Cz, left, mean ± SEM) as extracted from the oscillatory residuals (**D**) indicating an increase in 1/f corrected amplitude within a centro-partial cluster (right) from childhood to adolescence. Grey dots represent individual values. Asterisks denote cluster-corrected two-sided p\<0.05. T-scores are transformed to z-scores to indicate the difference between childhood and adolescence. (**F**) Spindle frequency peak development. Spindle frequency peak (mean ± SEM) as extracted from the oscillatory residual (**D**). Same conventions as in (E). Spindle peak frequency increases at all electrodes from childhood to adolescence.](elife-53730-fig2){#fig2}

Based on the oscillatory residuals, we then extracted the individual peak frequency and the corresponding amplitude in the SO and sleep spindle range for each electrode in every participant during childhood and adolescence. After discounting 1/f effects, we found that spindle amplitude ([Figure 2E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) increased in a centro-parietal cluster (cluster test: p=0.005, d = 0.63), whereas spindle peak frequency ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) accelerated at all channels from childhood to adolescence (cluster test: p\<0.001, d = 1.57). SO amplitude and frequency decreased from childhood to adolescence ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1A,B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Both, SO and spindle features have been previously related to memory formation ([@bib24]; [@bib32]; [@bib42]; [@bib69]; [@bib70]). However, neither spindle nor SO amplitude or peak frequency changes explained the behavioral differences ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1C,D](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). Note, we also observed a peak in the theta band, which was unrelated to behavior (for theta peak frequency and amplitude correlations with behavior see [Figure 2---figure supplement 1E](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Individual features of discrete SO and sleep spindle events {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

After having established the cardinal features of SO and spindle oscillations during childhood and adolescence, we then individually adjusted previously used SO and spindle detection algorithms ([@bib29]; [@bib50]; [@bib78]) according to the individual peak frequencies ([@bib7]; [@bib80]). We considered the possibility that two distinct spindle frequency peaks exist ([@bib1]; [@bib85]), but inspecting the oscillatory residuals did not indicate two clearly discernable peaks in individual electrodes of the majority of participants (for exemplary oscillatory residuals see [Figure 2---figure supplement 2A](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Because we observed the typical antero-posterior spindle frequency gradient ([@bib18]; [@bib19]; [@bib89]) with slower frontal and faster posterior spindles ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2B](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}), we used the highest peak in the spindle range at every electrode as the most representative oscillatory event for the detection algorithm. Importantly, individualized SO and spindle event detections closely followed spectral sleep patterns during childhood and adolescence ([Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; event detections are superimposed in white).

![Individual features of discrete SO and sleep spindle events.\
(**A**) Hypnogram (top) and full-night spectrogram (bottom) at electrode Cz of an exemplary subject during childhood. White lines in the spectrogram indicate the amount of events detected by the individually adjusted detection algorithms for sleep spindles (upper trace) and SO (lower trace). (**B**) Same conventions as in (A) but for the same individual during adolescence. (**C**) Spindle-SO co-occurrence expressed as the percentage of SO detections that coincide ±2.5 s with a sleep spindle detection at electrode Fz during NREM2 and NREM3 sleep during childhood (blue) and adolescence (red). Note the high co-occurrence of spindles and SOs during NREM3 at both recording time points. (**D**) Grand average of z-normalized sleep spindle events (mean ± SEM) during childhood (blue) and adolescence (red) at electrode Fz with the corresponding SO-low-pass filtered (\<2 Hz) EEG-trace (inset). Note that there is no baseline difference between −2.5 s and −2 s (dashed box). The significant difference in the −1.5 to -0.5 s interval (grey shaded area, SO-filtered inset) indicates an increased amount of coupled SO-sleep spindle events during adolescence. Further note, no amplitude differences in the SO-filtered signal around the spindle peak at 0 s (i.e. time point of the phase readout). Grand average spindle frequency is distorted by the individually adjusted event detection criteria. (**E**) SO-spindle coupling features. Data are shown for electrode Fz during NREM3. Left: Exemplary spindle-locked average for a single subject during childhood with the corresponding SO-filtered signal in black. Note that the spindle amplitude peak coincides with the maximum peak in the SO-component. Right: Normalized phase histograms of spindle events relative to SO-phase of an exemplary subject during childhood. 0° denotes the positive peak whereas ±π denotes the negative peak of the SO. (**F**) Same conventions as in (E). Left: Exemplary spindle-locked average of the same single subject as in (E) during adolescence. Note the clearer outline of a SO-component compared to during childhood indicating a stronger SO-spindle coupling. Right: Normalized phase histograms of spindle events relative to SO-phase of same exemplary subject as in (E) during adolescence. Note the reduced spread in SO-phase. (**G**) Left: Grand average baseline-corrected (−2 to −1.5 s) SO-trough-locked time frequency representation (TFR). Schematic SO-component is superimposed in black. Note the alternating pattern within the spindle frequency range indicating a modulation of spindle activity by SO-phase. Right: Circular plot of preferred phase (SO phase at spindle amplitude maximum) per subject during childhood. Dots indicate the preferred phase per subject. The line direction shows the grand average preferred direction. The line length denotes the mean resultant vector (i.e. sample variance of preferred phase and therefore does not represent coupling strength). Note that most subjects show spindles coupled to or just after the positive SO-peak at 0°. Data are shown for electrode Fz during NREM3. (**H**) Same conventions as in (G). Left: SO-trough-locked TFR indicating a modulation in spindle activity depending on SO-phase. Right: Circular plot of preferred phase per subject during adolescence. Note that there are no preferred phase changes but an overall reduced spread in preferred phase on the group level during adolescence as indicated by a longer mean resultant vector (red line).](elife-53730-fig3){#fig3}

Next, we quantified how many separate SO and spindle event detections co-occurred within a 2.5 s time window (reflecting ±2 SO cycles around the spindle peak; [@bib30]). Note that the co-occurrence rate does not actually indicate coupled SO-spindle events but directly reflects the percentage of detected spindle events that are concomitant with detected SO events. Co-occurrence rate was higher in NREM3 than NREM2 sleep during childhood and adolescence ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; F~1,32~ = 2334.19, p\<0.001, η^2^ = 0.99). Subsequently we restricted our analyses to NREM3 sleep to avoid spurious cross-frequency coupling estimates caused by the lack of simultaneous detections during NREM2 sleep ([@bib4]; for circular plots including NREM2 sleep see [Figure 4---figure supplement 1D](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

To ensure reliable coupling estimates, we further Z-normalized individual spindle-locked data epochs in the time domain ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) for all subsequent analyses to avoid possible confounding amplitude differences ([@bib4]; [@bib17]; [@bib29]). Differences in the grand average spindle time-lock directly reflect the enhanced SO-spindle coupling, which becomes visible in the time domain when more events are precisely coupled to the SO 'up-state' (positive SO-peak). This effect can also be appreciated in single subject spindle-locked data ([Figure 3E,F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left). Note that we found no differences in the underlying SO-component around the spindle peak (0 s, time point of phase readout), thus, confirming that the Z-normalization alleviated possible amplitude differences ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, inset; for non-normalized spindle-locked data see [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}).

To further elucidate the interaction between SO phase and spindle activity, we also assessed this effect in the time-frequency domain by calculating SO-trough-locked time-frequency representations ([Figure 3G,H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left). The alternating pattern (i.e. spindle power decreases during the 'down-state' and increases during the 'up-state') within the spindle frequency range during childhood and adolescence indicated an influence of SO phase on spindle activity.

To quantify the interplay of SO and spindle oscillations, we employed event-locked cross-frequency analyses ([@bib22]; [@bib29]; [@bib78]). While this method is mainly equivalent to other frequently used methods to assess cross-frequency coupling ([@bib28]), it can be similarly impacted by their pitfalls ([@bib4]). Therefore, we adopted a conservative approach by first alleviating power differences ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and establishing the presence of oscillations in the signal ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we extracted the instantaneous SO phase during every spindle peak at every electrode and for every subject. Then we calculated the preferred phase (circular mean direction) and coupling strength (phase-locking value, plv) separately during childhood and adolescence for all events at a given electrode (see [Figure 3E,F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} right for exemplary phase histograms). We confirmed that both markers of SO-spindle coupling were not confounded by differences in the total number of detected events using a bootstrapping procedure ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Brain maturation impacts SO-spindle coupling {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------

First, we assessed in which phase of the SO spindles preferably occur and how maturation affects the preferred coupling direction. We found that coupling direction did not change at frontal electrodes ([Figure 3G,H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right), where spindles were locked to the SO peak during childhood (33.5°±44.8°; circular mean ± SD) and adolescence (34.2°±35.8°; circular mean ± SD). However, we detected differences in centro-posterior clusters (central: p\<0.001, d = −0.84, parieto-occipital: p\<0.001, d = 0.74; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}), which did not correlate with behavior ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1B](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

After showing that sleep spindles are preferably locked to the SO peaks, we subsequently quantified how precisely spindles are embedded in the preferred SO phase by assessing the respective coupling strength (1 -- circular variance). Coupling strength increased from childhood to adolescence across all electrodes except P4 (cluster test: p\<0.001, d = 0.74; [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that frontal sleep spindles become more tightly locked to their respective preferred SO phase as the phase on frontal sensors remained stable across maturation. To further illustrate the impact of the coupling strength increase on spindle-SO-events, we calculated the percentage of spindle events that peaked at the preferred phase (±22.5°) as compared to all detected events ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, left). The resulting metric is directly related to the coupling strength and was solely computed to further illustrate and highlight the observed effects. Concurrent with our coupling strength analyses, percentage of spindles within the preferred phase bin increased in a fronto-parietal cluster (p\<0.001 d=0.74; [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, right) however, decreased in an occipital cluster from childhood to adolescence (p=0.007, d = 0.78). These results reveal an overall increase in SO-spindle coupling precision from childhood to adolescence.

![Coupling strength development and correlations with memory formation.\
(**A**) Coupling strength development. Coupling strength (phase locking value; mean ± SEM) increases from childhood to adolescence (exemplary data at Fz, left, grey dots indicate individual values) at all electrodes except P4 (topographical plot, right), indicating that more spindles arrive within the preferred phase during adolescence than during childhood. Asterisks indicate cluster-corrected two-sided p\<0.05. T-scores are transformed to z-scores to indicate the difference between childhood and adolescence. (**B**) Spindles in preferred phase. Same conventions as in (A). Bar plot depicts the percentage of sleep spindles (mean ± SEM) that arrive in a ± 22.5° radius around the individual preferred phase. Like coupling strength, spindles in preferred phase increase from childhood to adolescence in a fronto-parietal cluster but decrease in an occipital cluster. (**C**) Left: Cluster-corrected correlation between the individual coupling strength increases from childhood to adolescence (difference adolescence -- childhood) and recall performance improvement (delayed recall~adolescence~ -- delayed recall~childhood~). Asterisks denote significant electrodes. Subjects with higher coupling strength increases showed stronger recall performance improvements from childhood to adolescence. This effect was strongest at electrode F3: rho = 0.56, p=0.0008 (right, scatter plot with linear trend line). (**D**) Correlation between coupling strength increase (co-occurrence corrected) and sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement (\[delayed recall~adolescence~ -- immediate recall~adolescence~\] - \[delayed recall~childhood~ -- immediate recall~childhood~\]) from childhood to adolescence at electrode F3: rho = 0.54, p=0.0011. This indicates that subjects with a higher developmental increase in coupling strength show higher sleep benefits on memory consolidation.](elife-53730-fig4){#fig4}

SO-spindle coupling development predicts memory formation {#s2-4}
---------------------------------------------------------

After having established SO-spindle coupling properties and demonstrating their qualitative enhancement from childhood to adolescence, we next tested the hypothesis that these changes also predict maturational differences in recall performance and sleep-dependent memory consolidation.

We utilized cluster-based correlation analyses to relate differences in coupling strength to differences in recall performance (delayed recall~adolescence~ -- delayed recall~childhood~). We observed a significant frontal cluster (p=0.0050, mean rho = 0.48; [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; left) showing that a stronger increase in SO-spindle coupling strength from childhood to adolescence related to improved recall performance from childhood to adolescence. This relationship was most pronounced at electrode F3 (rho = 0.57, p\<0.001; [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; right). Notably using a non-individualized approach with a fixed frequency band (11--15 Hz) attenuated the test statistic (rho = 0.50, p=0.035, cluster-corrected; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1E](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Next, we only considered spindle events that co-occur with detected SO-events to (1) ensure more precise coupling metrics by guaranteeing the presence of oscillations and (2) to follow the notion that the temporal proximity of these events is crucial for sleep-dependent memory consolidation ([@bib21]; [@bib29]; [@bib51]; [@bib65]). Participants with a stronger coupling strength increase also showed enhanced sleep-dependent memory consolidation (delayed recall - immediate recall) from childhood to adolescence (rho = 0.54, p=0.0011; [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, electrode F3).

To validate whether the SO-spindle coupling strength predicts sleep specific memory formation, we correlated coupling strength during adolescence with the difference in memory consolidation between the sleep and wake condition (\[(delayed recall~sleep~ --immediate recall~sleep~)- (delayed recall~wake~ --immediate recall~wake)~\]). However, we could not find evidence for this relationship ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1F](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Previously, we and others reported that spindle density correlates with memory formation ([@bib24]; [@bib26]). In order to test whether spindle densities potentially confound metrics of cross-frequency coupling, we first correlated the two but found no significant correlation (rho~childhood~ = 0.08, p=0.664; rho~adolescence~ = −0.115, p=0.400; rho~adolescence-childhood~ = −0.02, p=0.894). Next, we partialed out the influence of spindle density on the original coupling strength-correlations, which left the significant correlation unchanged (*Recall Performance*: p.rho = 0.57, p\<0.001; *Sleep-dependent memory consolidation*: p.rho = 0.54, p=0.0013). Finally, we directly compared the strengths of the dependent correlations (coupling to memory vs. spindle density to memory formation) using a percentile bootstrap approach ([@bib86]) and found that behavioral memory metrics were significantly better predicted by coupling strength than spindle density correlations (*Recall performance*: Z = 2.20, p=0.028, CI~95~ = \[0.048 0.99\]; *Sleep-dependent memory consolidation*: Z = 2.17, p=0.030; CI~95~ = \[0.040 1.018\]). Furthermore, all reported correlations were not driven by demographic parameters or differences in immediate recall scores as shown by partial correlations (correlation of coupling strength and recall performance with the following confounding variables: p.rho~age\ difference~ = 0.63, p\<0.001; p.rho~pubertal\ stage~ = 0.58, p\<0.001, p.rho~IQ~ = 0.56, p\<0.001; p.rho~immediate\ recall~ = 0.46, p=0.009; correlation of coupling strength and sleep-dependent memory consolidation: p.rho~age\ difference~ = 0.54, p=0.001, p.rho~pubertal\ stage~ = 0.54, p=0.001, p.rho~IQ~ = 0.55, p=0.001, p.rho~immediate\ recall~ = 0.53, p=0.002). We also confirmed that non-individualized preferred phase and coupling strength values did not predict sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancements ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1D,E](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}; for how analytical choices impacted the correlations see [Figure 4---figure supplement 1G](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In a longitudinal sleep and memory study, we show that SO and spindles become more precisely coupled during brain maturation from childhood to adolescence. Crucially, this increase indicated improved recall performance and sleep-dependent consolidation in a declarative memory task. Collectively, our findings suggest that the emergence of precise temporal SO-spindle coordination might index the development of hippocampal-neocortical memory systems.

Here, we employed an individualized cross-frequency coupling approach, since profound changes in the network organization during development were apparent, which potentially confound cross-frequency coupling estimates ([@bib4]; [@bib29]): In particular, we observed (1) changes in non-oscillatory 1/f background activity ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and (2) low frequency power ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 2---figure supplement 1A,B](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) as well as (3) a peak frequency shift in the spindle-band ([Figure 2E,F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). While some SO and spindle activity markers, such as amplitude and density have been previously associated with memory consolidation ([@bib24]; [@bib32]; [@bib69]; [@bib70]), our findings now could provide a mechanistic explanation how improved network coordination subserves memory formation. Furthermore, our results highlight the critical need to account for individual oscillatory features and to discount non-oscillatory broadband effects, which are known to confound cross-frequency coupling analyses ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1D,E,G](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib4]; [@bib7]; [@bib17]; [@bib80]; [@bib82]). While our findings replicate the pattern that parietal spindles are faster than frontal spindles, we did not find reliable evidence for the presence of two distinct spindle peaks in individual electrodes ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Importantly, SO-spindle coupling is one of the main building blocks of the active system memory consolidation theory, which posits that sleep-dependent memory consolidation is coordinated by a temporal hierarchy of SO, sleep spindles and hippocampal ripples ([@bib16]; [@bib21]; [@bib30]; [@bib29]; [@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib48]; [@bib49]; [@bib51]; [@bib56]; [@bib65]; [@bib78]). Recently, it has been shown, that only SO coupled spindles, not isolated spindles trigger hippocampal-neocortical information transfer, suggesting that SO-spindle coupling might be a proxy of this subcortical-cortical network communication that is measurable on the scalp level ([@bib30]). While we did not measure hippocampal activity in the current study, our results still provide direct evidence for the behavioral relevance of the temporal hierarchy of SO and sleep spindles. We demonstrate that improved temporal coordination between prefrontal SOs and sleep spindles indexes memory network maturation. Notably, we observed that the precise coupling phase over frontal EEG sensors was already determined during childhood, but over time even more spindles became precisely locked to the preferred SO phase (\~0°; SO 'up-state': Figure 3G,H & [Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). This might indicate that SO-spindle coupling is an inherent feature of the human memory system.

Previous research has emphasized the importance of a preferred phase closer to the SO up-state ([@bib29]; [@bib51]; [@bib88]). However, those studies focused on the detrimental impact of aging on memory consolidation. Now our findings reveal that mechanisms of maturation and aging are different. While maturation reduces the circular variance by increasing the coupling strength, ([Figure 4A,B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), aging leads to a temporal dispersion of the coupling away from the SO 'up-state' with almost constant circular variance ([@bib29]; [@bib51]). In both instances, only changes in frontal cross-frequency coupling were predictive of behavior, which is in line with the hypothesized origin of SOs in the medial prefrontal cortex ([@bib46]; [@bib53]). Critically, precise prefrontal SO-spindle coupling governs over hippocampal-neocortical network communication and actively initiates the information transfer within the network ([@bib30]). Therefore, our results indicate that brain maturation leads to more fluent communication within memory networks.

A multitude of studies suggested a general positive effect of sleep on memory consolidation ([@bib5]; [@bib21]; [@bib32]; [@bib37]). Accordingly, our data provide additional support for this consideration by showing that consolidation is superior after sleep retention than after a wake period during adolescence ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). In the present study, SO-spindle coupling strength did not predict sleep specific memory improvements ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1F](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Two likely explanations possibly contributed to this observation: (1) Performance in the word pair task was close to ceiling level in the adolescent group. Considering, that most evidence for a relationship between SO-spindle coupling and memory formation stems from studies comparing across relatively wide age ranges ([@bib29]; [@bib51]), an overall high performance level could lead to less variance that might mitigate detecting a relationship between coupling strength and sleep specific memory benefits. (2) Apart from memory consolidation, the coupling strength increase is also related to maturation of general cognitive abilities ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; also see [@bib26]), which further complicates disentangling sleep-specific memory benefits since both processes exhibit a substantial overlap ([@bib31]; [@bib69]; [@bib70]).

Nonetheless, several recent findings demonstrated a causal relationship between SO-spindle coupling and memory formation. For example, ripple-triggered electrical stimulation ([@bib43]) or optogenetic manipulation boosted SO-spindle coupling and memory performance the next day in rodents ([@bib40]). In humans, it has been shown that electrical stimulation at \~0.75 Hz induces both SO and spindle power as well as improved memory performance ([@bib45]). However, recent replication attempts provided contradictory findings ([@bib8]; [@bib39]; [@bib67]). Apart from electrical stimulation, slow rocking motions ([@bib60]) and auditory stimulation ([@bib54]) might be effective in entraining SOs and concomitant spindles to improve memory performance. Furthermore, targeted memory reactivation triggers SO-spindle coupling, which enabled successful decoding of mnemonic information ([@bib2]; [@bib3]; [@bib10]; [@bib73]; [@bib72]). Taken together, several lines of research converge on the notion that precise SO-spindle coupling constitutes to a key mechanism for memory formation.

This is of immediate relevance for future studies, since it has been shown that for example tau pathology in the medial temporal lobe, a precursor of Alzheimer's disease, also impairs prefrontal SO-spindle coupling ([@bib88]). Thus, cross-frequency coupling might potentially constitute a novel pathway to understand age- or disease-related cognitive decline, amendable to intervention. In future, it might be possible to entrain SO-spindle synchrony through electrical ([@bib41]) or auditory stimulation ([@bib54]) to alleviate memory deficits (for a recent review see [@bib27]).

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reagent type\           Designation                 Source or reference                                             Identifiers                                                    Additional\
  (species) or resource                                                                                                                                                              information
  ----------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------
  Software, algorithm     Brain Vision Analyzer 2.2   Brain Products GmbH <https://www.brainproducts.com>             RRID:[SCR_002356](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002356)   

  Software, algorithm     CircStat 2012               [@bib6] <https://philippberens.wordpress.com/code/circstats/>   RRID:[SCR_016651](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_016651)   

  Software, algorithm     EEGLAB 13_4\_4b             [@bib20] <https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php>               RRID:[SCR_007292](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_007292)   

  Software, algorithm     FieldTrip 20161016          [@bib58] <http://www.fieldtriptoolbox.org/>                     RRID:[SCR_004849](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_004849)   

  Software, algorithm     IRASA                       [@bib84] <https://purr.purdue.edu/publications/1987/1>                                                                         

  Software, algorithm     MATLAB 2015a                MathWorks Inc                                                   RRID:[SCR_001622](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_001622)   

  Software, algorithm     Presentation software       Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc <http://www.neurobs.com>           RRID:[SCR_002521](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_002521)   

  Software, algorithm     Somnolyzer 24 × 7           Koninklijke Philips N.V.\                                                                                                      
                                                      <https://www.philips.co.in>                                                                                                    
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Participants {#s4-1}
------------

Initially, 63 subjects (mean ± SD age, 9.56 ± 0.76 years; 28 female, 35 male) were recruited during childhood from public elementary schools ([@bib31]). Seven years later, 36 healthy subjects agreed to participate again in the current follow-up study. Two participants were excluded because of technical issues during polysomnography (PSG). One participant was excluded because of insufficient amount of NREM3 sleep (2.63%). All analyses are based on 33 healthy participants (23 female) during childhood (mean ± SD age, 9.5 ± 0.8 years) and during adolescence (mean ± SD age, 16 ± 0.9 years). Participants and their legal custodian provided written informed consent before entering the study. The study protocol was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the ethics committee of the University of Salzburg (EK-GZ:16/2014).

Experimental design {#s4-2}
-------------------

All participants were screened for possible sleep disorders using established questionnaires at both time points (Children's Sleep Habits Questionnaire \[[@bib59]\]; Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index \[[@bib9]\]). To determine the pubertal stage of the participants we used the Pubertal Development Scale ([@bib14]). Cognitive abilities were assessed by the Wechsler intelligence Scale for Children ([@bib61]) and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale ([@bib83]). Participants maintained a regular sleep rhythm during the study as verified by wrist actigraphy (Cambridge Neurotechnology Actiwatch, Cambridge, UK) and a sleep log ([@bib68]). To guarantee a habitual sleep environment, full-night ambulatory polysomnography was recorded at the participants' homes. Sleep was recorded during two nights during both childhood and adolescence. The first night was used for adaptation purposes. The experimental night served as retention interval for the word pair task. To satisfy the differences in sleep need during maturation, participants had a scheduled time in bed of 10 hr during childhood (8.30 pm -- 6.30 am) and 8 hr during adolescence (11.00 pm -- 7.00 am). The word pair task at the experimental night consisted of word pair encoding followed by an immediate recall after a short delay (10 min) in the evening and a delayed recall after a sleep retention interval in the morning ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm that sleep has a beneficial effect on memory, 31 participants performed the word pair task in a counterbalanced wake condition during adolescence. In the wake condition, participants encoded new word pairs at 8.00 am in the morning and recalled them after 10 hr of wakefulness ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1C](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Word pair task {#s4-3}
--------------

Participants performed a previously established declarative memory task ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), where they encoded and recalled non-associated word pairs ([@bib24]; [@bib31]; [@bib69]; [@bib71]). To alleviate the impact of enhanced cognitive abilities across maturation on task performance, we adjusted word pair count and timing parameters in order to increase the difficulty during adolescence. Participants had to encode 50 pairs during childhood and 80 word pairs during adolescence. The word pair task was performed using Presentation software (Version 18.2, Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc, Berkeley, CA, [www.neurobs.com](http://www.neurobs.com)). During childhood, each pair was visible for 5 s followed by a fixation cross for 3 s. During adolescence, each pair was presented for 6.5 s followed by a fixation cross for 3.5 s. Participants were advised to imagine a visual connection between the two words in order to control for different mnemonic strategies. All word pairs were presented twice in randomized order. During recall, only the first word of the word pair was presented. Participants had 10 s to recall the corresponding missing word during childhood and 6.5 s during adolescence. If the participants recalled the corresponding missing word, they had to press the mouse button and name the word. A button press or running out of recall time was followed by a fixation cross for 1.5 s during childhood and 3.5 s during adolescence as a reference interval. It was not allowed to name already disappeared word pairs. Participants received no feedback about their performance. Words were presented in randomized order in the immediate and delayed recall block.

Sleep recording and sleep staging {#s4-4}
---------------------------------

Ambulatory PSG was recorded with an Alphatrace, Becker Meditec (Karlsruhe, Germany) portable amplifier system using gold-plated electrodes (Grass Technologies, AstroMed GmbH, Germany) at a sampling rate of 512 Hz. Eleven EEG-electrodes were placed on the scalp according to standard 10--20 system. Two electromyogram electrodes were placed at left and right musculus mentalis. Two horizontal electrooculogram electrodes were placed above the right outer canthus and below the left outer canthus, with two additional vertical electrooculogram electrodes above and below the right eye as well as two electrodes placed on bilateral mastoids. The EEG signal was referenced online against Cz and re-referenced offline to a common average reference. For sleep staging, electrodes were re-referenced to contra lateral mastoids. Sleep stages were automatically scored in 30 s bins (Somnolyzer 24 × 7, Koninklijke Philips N.V.; Eindhoven, The Netherlands) and visually controlled by an expert scorer according to standard sleep staging criteria ([@bib34]).

Word pair task data analysis {#s4-5}
----------------------------

Recall performance ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) was calculated as percentage by dividing the number of correctly recalled word pairs and semantically correct word pairs by the total count of word pairs. Semantically correct word pairs were weighted by 0.5. A word pair was rated as semantically correct whenever the answer was unambiguously related to the correct answer (e.g. 'boot' instead of 'shoe'). Recall performance development was subsequently calculated by subtracting delayed recall performance during childhood from the performance during adolescence.

Sleep-dependent memory consolidation was calculated by subtracting immediate recall scores from delayed recall scores. The developmental change of sleep-dependent memory consolidation was calculated by subtracting values during childhood from values during adolescence.

EEG data preprocessing {#s4-6}
----------------------

EEG data were visually inspected using BrainVision Analyzer 2 (Brain Products GmbH, Germany). Artefactual activity was marked for every 5 s bin of continuous data for further processing in FieldTrip ([@bib58]) and EEGlab ([@bib20]). Segments containing artifacts were rejected for all following analyses.

Power spectra and disentangling 1/f fractal from oscillatory components {#s4-7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Average power spectra from 0.1 to 30 Hz were calculated by means of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) after applying a Hanning window on continuous 15 s NREM sleep data (i.e. NREM2 and NREM3; [Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) in 1 s sliding steps. All power values are log transformed. To mitigate power differences between childhood and adolescence ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) we z-normalized the continuous signal on every channel in the time domain ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To disentangle the 1/f fractal component from the true oscillatory components we applied irregular auto-spectral analysis (IRASA, [@bib84]) on the normalized data from 0.1 to 30 Hz in a sliding window of 15 s in 1 s steps. In brief, the EEG signal in each window is stretched by a non-integer resampling factor (rf; e.g. 1.1) and subsequently compressed by a corresponding rf\* (e.g. 0.9). Resampling was repeated with factors from 1.1 to 1.9 in 0.05 steps whereby the corresponding rf\* is calculated by 2-rf. This resampling causes peak shifts of the oscillatory components in the frequency domain. The 1/f component of the signal however remains unchanged. Because resampling is done in a pair-wise fashion, median averaging across resampled FFT segments extracts the fractal 1/f component power spectrum ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) by averaging out oscillatory components. Finally, to obtain the true oscillatory power spectrum ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) we subtracted the extracted fractal component power spectrum from the mixed (i.e. containing fractal and oscillatory parts) power spectrum in the semi-log space ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the oscillatory power spectrum we detected slow oscillation (\<2 Hz) and sleep spindle (10--18 Hz) frequency peaks ([Figure 2E,F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) with their corresponding amplitude. Note however, that the extracted amplitude was 1/f corrected. We repeated this step for every subject during both time points in both nights on every channel in order to obtain individual SO and sleep spindle frequency peaks. These values were used for individualized event detections of SOs and sleep spindles in the subject-time-night-channel domain. We also considered the possibility of two distinct spindle frequency peaks. However, most of the participants only expressed a single frequency peak in the spindle range ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2A](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}) even though we also observed the expected fronto-posterior frequency gradient ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2B](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we only considered the highest peak in the power spectrum after discounting the fractal component as the most representative spindle frequency at the corresponding electrode.

Event detection {#s4-8}
---------------

We devised individualized event detection on every channel separately by adjusting previously established algorithms ([@bib29]; [@bib50]; [@bib78]) based on the obtained individual SO and spindle features described above.

For SO detection, the continuous EEG signal was high-pass filtered at 0.16 Hz and subsequently low-pass filtered at 2 Hz. Next, we detected all zero-crossings of the filtered signal. A zero-crossing was considered a slow oscillation if it fulfilled the time criterion (length 0.8--2 s) and exceeded the 75% percentile threshold of the amplitude. Valid slow oscillation epochs were extracted ±2.5 s around the trough of artifact free data.

For sleep spindle detection, we bandpass filtered the continuous signal ±2 Hz around the individual spindle peak frequency. Next, we extracted the instantaneous amplitude by a Hilbert transform and subsequently smoothed the signal with a 200 ms moving average. We considered a valid spindle event if the signal exceeded the 75% percentile threshold of the amplitude for 0.5 to 3 s. Sleep spindle epochs were extracted ±2.5 s around the peak of artifact free data. To alleviate the prominent power differences ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) we further z-normalized all detected SO and spindle events within each subject for subsequent analyses ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Spindle density was computed as the mean spindle number per 30 s NREM3 epoch.

Full-night time-frequency representations {#s4-9}
-----------------------------------------

For the full-night time-frequency representations ([Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we first segmented the data in 30 s epochs with an 85% overlap. Then we applied a multi-taper spectral analysis using 29 discrete prolate slepian sequences (dpss) tapers with a frequency smoothing of ±0.5 Hz from 0.5 to 30 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps ([@bib47]; [@bib63]).

Event co-occurrence {#s4-10}
-------------------

To obtain the co-occurrence rate of detected sleep spindles and slow oscillations ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), we quantified how many SO events coincided with a sleep spindle peak within a 2.5 s time interval and subsequently divided the measure by overall detected spindle events. We chose the 2.5 s time window to capture ±2 SO cycles around the spindle peak ([@bib30]). Because of the low co-occurrence rate during NREM2 we conducted all following analyses on NREM3 event detections only.

Event-locked time-frequency representations {#s4-11}
-------------------------------------------

For event-locked time-frequency representations ([Figure 3G, H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left), we first applied a 500 ms Hanning window on normalized SO-trough locked segments (−2 to 2 s, in 50 ms steps). Frequency power was analyzed from 5 to 30 Hz in 0.5 Hz steps. Next, we baseline corrected the spectral estimates by constructing a bootstrapped baseline distribution based on the −2 to −1.5 epoch of all trials (10000 iterations). All values were subsequently z-transformed relative to the obtained means and standard deviations of the bootstrapped distribution.

Event-locked cross-frequency coupling {#s4-12}
-------------------------------------

To assess event-locked cross-frequency coupling ([@bib22]; [@bib29]; [@bib78]) we focused our analyses on NREM3 sleep given that we observed a higher co-occurrence of sleep spindles and slow oscillations during this sleep stage ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Based on the individualized and normalized spindle peak-locked epochs, we first low-pass filtered the time-locked data by 2 Hz and subsequently extracted the phase angle of the SO-component corresponding to the spindle amplitude peak using a Hilbert transform. To obtain the mean direction of the phase angles (preferred phase, [Figure 3E--H](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and coupling strength (i.e. phase-locking value, [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) of all NREM3 events, we used the CircStat Toolbox functions circ_mean and circ_r. However, there are no repeated measures statistical tests for circular data. Therefore, to allow for repeated measure testing, we calculated the absolute circular distance (circ_dist) of the individual preferred phase to the SO peak at 0° ('up-state'), where spindles are preferentially locked to [@bib50]; [@bib48]; [@bib78]. This transformation rendered our circular variable linear. The spindles within preferred phase metric ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) was calculated by dividing the number of spindles within ±22.5° of the preferred phase (i.e. 45° radius) by the total number of spindle events. To control for differences in event number, we used bootstrapping by randomly drawing 500 spindle events 100 times and recalculating the mean direction and coupling strength ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Statistical analyses {#s4-13}
--------------------

We calculated two-factorial repeated measure ANOVAs to assess the differences in recall performance between childhood and adolescence ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and to investigate the co-occurrence of sleep spindle- and SO-events during NREM2 and NREM3 sleep ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We used cluster-based random permutation testing ([@bib44]) to correct for multiple comparison (Monte-Carlo method, cluster alpha 0.05, max size criterion, 1000 iterations, critical alpha level 0.05 two-sided). We clustered the data in the frequency ([Figure 2A--C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), space ([Figure 2E,F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} [Figure 4A--C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1A,B,E](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}) and time domain ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For correlational analyses we calculated spearman rank correlations ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1B,E,F](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}), circular-linear correlations ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1B,E](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"} middle column) and circular-circular correlations (as implemented in CircStat toolbox ([@bib6]; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1C](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). For cluster-corrected correlations we transformed the correlation coefficients (rho) to t-values (p\<0.05 threshold). Watson-Williams-Test (circular ANOVA) was not appropriate for repeated measure designs, therefore we transformed circular measures (phase) to parametric values by calculating the absolute distance to 0° (i.e. SO 'up-state') to allow for repeated measure testing ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1A](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}, topographical plot). Partial eta squared (η^2^), Cohen's d (d) and spearman correlation coefficients (rho) are reported for effect sizes. We estimated cluster effect size by calculating the effect size for every data point within the significant cluster (in frequency, space and time) separately, followed by averaging across all obtained effect sizes. To compare correlations, we used a percentile bootstrap method for overlapping correlations ([@bib86]). In brief we randomly drew participants with replacement, while keeping the dependency between the observation pairs of the correlations. Next we calculated two spearman correlation coefficients and their difference. This step was repeated 1000 times. Based on the resulting distribution we computed the 95% confidence interval (CI~95~) of the difference and p-value.

Data analyses {#s4-14}
-------------

Data were analyzed with MatLab 2015a (Mathworks Inc), utilizing functions from the Fieldtrip toolbox ([@bib58]), EEGlab toolbox ([@bib20]) and CircStat toolbox ([@bib6]) as well as custom written code. For filtering we used the EEGlab function eegfilt.m and the FieldTrip function ft_preprocessing.m. For time domain analyses we used ft_timelockanalysis.m. Frequency and time-frequency domain analyses were conducted with the ft_freqanalysis.m function. For irregular auto-spectral analysis (IRASA [@bib84]) we used code published in the original research paper. Cluster-based permutation tests were carried out with the ft_freqstatistics.m function. Circular statistics were computed with the CircStat functions circ_mean.m (preferred phase), circ_sd.m (circular standard deviation of the preferred phase), circ_r.m (plv, coupling strength), circ_dist.m (circular distance), circ_corrcc.m (circular-circular correlation) and circ_corrcl.m (circular-linear correlation). Results were plotted using circ_plot.m (circular plots, CircStat), topoplot.m (topographical plots; EEGlab) and MatLab functions (plot.m, imagesc.m).
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In the interests of transparency, eLife publishes the most substantive revision requests and the accompanying author responses.

**Acceptance summary:**

In this longitudinal study, Hahn et al. investigate the role of sleep oscillations in developmental changes in memory performance. They find that increased locking between slow oscillations and sleep spindles with maturation correlates with increased memory performance. This finding is interesting as it reflects both morphological and cognitive changes in the brain.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for submitting your article \"Slow oscillation-spindle coupling predicts enhanced memory formation from childhood to adolescence\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by Saskia Haegens as the Reviewing Editor and Laura Colgin as the Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

Summary:

In this longitudinal study, Hahn et al. investigated the role of sleep oscillations in developmental changes in memory performance. To this end they assessed memory performance using a word-pair task in one sample of kids during childhood (\~9.5 yrs) and adolescence (\~16 yrs). Sleep polysomnography and EEG were measured. The results show that the locking of slow oscillations and spindles increased from childhood to adolescence. This increase in locking was correlated with increased memory performance. Overall, the reviewers considered this paper of broad interest and strong methodological approach.

Essential revisions:

1\) The authors assert in several places that the used word-pair task is hippocampus dependent. However, they do not cite any study that supports this statement. Indeed, one could contest this assertion by citing studies showing that word-pairs may well be associated without (or with only little) hippocampal involvement through a process called \'unitization\' (see e.g. Quamme et al., 2007, Hippocampus). As this point is not really critical to the manuscript since the results are important regardless of whether the task is dependent on hippocampus or not, we suggest the authors either drop the reference to the hippocampus, or cite studies in support of this statement.

2\) Related to the previous point: not all hippocampal dependent memory tests are affected by sleep, and presumably the authors base their assumption that sleep has a beneficial effect on the selected paradigm on the experiment described on the previous paper (Hahn et al., 2019) where they demonstrated superiority of memory retention following a night of sleep relative to a wake period. Still, the fact that there is no deterioration of memory retention between immediate and delayed tests for the adolescent group, and that the performance of some subjects is very close to ceiling, leads to the suspicion that this paradigm is not ideal for revealing memory changes during sleep for the older group. For the adolescent group, does the SO-spindle coupling during sleep predict the performance superiority of sleep night relative to the wake condition? This can help validate that SO-spindle coupling are related to enhanced performance in this task following sleep.

3\) It would be helpful if the authors add some more info regarding the sleep-dependent performance changes between the groups? For example, what is the relationship between sleep-dependent memory consolidation in childhood to adolescence? (i.e. (\[delayed recall_adolescence -- immediate recall_adolescence\] vs. \[delayed recall_childhood -- immediate recall_childhood\])).

4\) While Figure 4C is interesting, the conclusions drawn from the comparison of immediate-immediate and delayed-delayed tests (each test has a different number of words and the performance of the older group close to ceiling) is related to maturation of general cognitive abilities, which are discussed in the previous article, and not directly related to memory processes during sleep, so the sleep-related conclusions from this comparison should be toned down.

5\) The main statement (and title) of the paper comes down to Figure 4D where the coupling strength is linked to sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement. How many electrodes showed a cluster-corrected correlation of this effect? Are they the same 2 electrodes as in Figure 4C or only F3? For this panel, the authors use a sub-group of spindle events that co-occur with detected SO-events -- presumably this sub-group is described in Figure 4B, it\'s a bit difficult to understand from the text. Can the authors explain whether/how the two main differences between the groups affect the coupling strength? The main differences that may bias this index are: (1) Increased spindle amplitude (Figure 2E) between groups and (2) the different percentage of spindles co-occurring with SO. As there are several options to quantify cross-frequency coupling, it is important to understand what the measure used in this paper is sensitive to.
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Author response

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) The authors assert in several places that the used word-pair task is hippocampus dependent. However, they do not cite any study that supports this statement. Indeed, one could contest this assertion by citing studies showing that word-pairs may well be associated without (or with only little) hippocampal involvement through a process called \'unitization\' (see e.g. Quamme et al., 2007, Hippocampus). As this point is not really critical to the manuscript since the results are important regardless of whether the task is dependent on hippocampus or not, we suggest the authors either drop the reference to the hippocampus, or cite studies in support of this statement.

We thank the reviewers for their remark and apologize for the confusion. We fully agree that it is still unclear to what extent the hippocampus is involved during word-pair tasks. We now describe the learning task as a declarative word pair task instead of a hippocampus-dependent task. We changed the manuscript in several instances:

Abstract:

"Here, we use a longitudinal study design spanning from childhood to adolescence, where participants underwent polysomnography and performed a word-pair learning task."

Results:

"At both time points participants underwent full-night ambulatory polysomnography at their home during two nights (adaptation and experimental night; Figure 1A) and performed a declarative memory task during the experimental night (Figure 1B)."

Figure 1A legend:

"(a) Longitudinal study design. \[...\] At the following experimental night, participants performed a declarative word pair learning task during which they encoded and recalled semantically non-associated word pairs before sleep."

Materials and methods:

"Word pair task

Participants performed a previously established declarative memory task (Figure 1B), where they encoded and recalled non-associated word pairs (Hoedlmoser et al., 2014; Schabus et al., 2004; Schabus et al., 2008)."

> 2\) Related to the previous point: not all hippocampal dependent memory tests are affected by sleep, and presumably the authors base their assumption that sleep has a beneficial effect on the selected paradigm on the experiment described on the previous paper (Hahn et al., 2019) where they demonstrated superiority of memory retention following a night of sleep relative to a wake period. Still, the fact that there is no deterioration of memory retention between immediate and delayed tests for the adolescent group, and that the performance of some subjects is very close to ceiling, leads to the suspicion that this paradigm is not ideal for revealing memory changes during sleep for the older group. For the adolescent group, does the SO-spindle coupling during sleep predict the performance superiority of sleep night relative to the wake condition? This can help validate that SO-spindle coupling are related to enhanced performance in this task following sleep.

We thank the reviewers for this remark regarding memory tasks and sleep. In the following, we divide our answers addressing the concerns about the sleep effect on the word pair task we used in our study.

Beneficial effect of sleep on the memory paradigm:

As the reviewers correctly noted, we have previously shown that sleep constitutes to memory consolidation (Hahn et al., 2019). We apologize for not providing the necessary evidence to substantiate our claim that sleep has a beneficial effect on word pair memory (Backhaus et al., 2008; Gais et al., 2002; Hahn et al., 2019; Schabus et al., 2004) in the present study. Therefore, we conducted additional analyses by comparing a sleep retention interval with a wake retention interval during adolescence. We found that memory consolidation (delayed -- immediate recall) is superior in the sleep than in the wake condition (t(30) = 6.04, p \<.001, d = 1.08, Figure 1---figure supplement 1C), demonstrating that sleep helps maintaining memory, whereas wakefulness leads to forgetting.

We now report the results of the sleep vs. wake condition analysis in the new Figure 1---figure supplement 1.

We also now report and discuss this analysis in the main text and added additional information about the wake condition to the Materials and methods section:

Results:

"During adolescence, memory consolidation was superior after a sleep retention interval compared to a wake retention interval (Figure 1---figure supplement 1C), indicating a beneficial effect of sleep on memory."

Discussion:

"A multitude of studies speaks for the general positive effect of sleep on memory consolidation (Backhaus et al., 2008; Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Huber et al., 2004; Klinzing et al., 2019). Accordingly, our data provides additional support for this consideration by showing that consolidation is superior after sleep retention than after a wake period during adolescence (Figure 1---figure supplement 1C)."

Experimental design:

"To confirm sleep has a beneficial effect on memory, 31 participants performed the word pair task in a counterbalanced wake condition during adolescence. In the wake condition, participants encoded new word pairs at 8.00 am in the morning and recalled them after 10 h of wakefulness (Figure 1---figure supplement 1C)."

Revealing memory changes during sleep in the adolescent group:

Especially with declarative tasks, the beneficial sleep effect is not necessarily translated in an overnight memory improvement, but rather a maintenance of memory performance after sleep. In other words, sleep attenuates forgetting compared to wakefulness. This assertion is further supported by the comparison of a sleep and a wake condition (Figure 1---figure supplement 1C). Actual sleep related memory improvements in declarative tasks (e.g. Backhaus et al., 2008) can be partially explained by providing additional feedback during the learning phase or after the first recall. However, in the current study we did not provide feedback to our participants. This could be a possible explanation for the overnight memory maintenance and not overnight memory improvement in the word pair task in our current study (see Figure 1C). Further, as the reviewers correctly observed, the performance of some subjects is very close to ceiling levels during adolescence, which might have prevented overnight memory improvements during adolescence. However, with the additional analysis of the wake condition now provided in Figure 1---figure supplement 1, we can demonstrate that sleep has an effect on the memory paradigm during adolescence.

We now discuss the issues of ceiling level performance and the sleep effect on memory during adolescence and their relationship to SO-spindle coupling in the manuscript:

"A multitude of studies suggested a general positive effect of sleep on memory consolidation (Backhaus et al., 2008; Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Huber et al., 2004; Klinzing et al., 2019). \[...\] Considering, that most evidence for a relationship between SO-spindle coupling and memory formation stems from studies comparing across relatively wide age ranges (Helfrich et al., 2018b; Muehlroth et al., 2019), an overall high performance level could lead to less variance that might mitigate detecting a relationship between coupling strength and sleep specific memory benefits."

Coupling strength as a predictor for sleep specific performance enhancements:

Following the reviewers' suggestion, we correlated the coupling strength during adolescence with the difference in memory consolidation between the sleep and the wake condition (\[delayed recall~sleep~ -- immediate recall~sleep\]~ -- \[delayed recall~wake~ --immediate recall~wake~\]). Coupling strength was not significantly correlated with the sleep specific memory benefit (rho = -0.05, p = 0.787, see Figure 4---figure supplement 1F).

We also now refer to this new analysis in the Results section:

"To validate whether the SO-spindle coupling strength predicts sleep specific memory formation, we correlated coupling strength during adolescence with the difference in memory consolidation between the sleep and wake condition (\[(delayed recall~sleep~ --immediate recall~sleep~) -- (delayed recall~wake~ --immediate recall~wake)~\]). However, we could not find evidence for this relationship (Figure 4---figure supplement 1F)."

As the reviewers correctly observed, the memory performance during adolescence approached ceiling level, an issue that leads to overall less variance in the sample. This might be a constituting factor to why coupling strength was not predictive of the sleep specific memory. Indeed, the most recent evidence for the behavioral relevance of SO-spindle coupling stems from samples comparing young adults to older adults (Helfrich et al., 2018b; Muehlroth et al., 2019), thus having more variance in the memory performance and coupling metrics. Following this notion, we initially analyzed to which account the *changes* of SO-spindle coupling predict *changes* of memory retention and sleep-dependent memory consolidation. With this analytic consideration, we could show that maturation of SO-spindle coupling is predictive of memory network maturation (Figure 4C, D).

The results of these additional analyses (Figure 4---figure supplement 1F) are now further examined in the Discussion section of the manuscript:

"A multitude of studies suggested a general positive effect of sleep on memory consolidation (Backhaus et al., 2008; Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Huber et al., 2004; Klinzing et al., 2019). \[...\] Considering, that most evidence for a relationship between SO-spindle coupling and memory formation stems from studies comparing across relatively wide age ranges (Helfrich et al., 2018b; Muehlroth et al., 2019), an overall high performance level could lead to less variance that might mitigate detecting a relationship between coupling strength and sleep specific memory benefits."

> 3\) It would be helpful if the authors add some more info regarding the sleep-dependent performance changes between the groups? For example, what is the relationship between sleep-dependent memory consolidation in childhood to adolescence? (i.e. (\[delayed recall_adolescence -- immediate recall_adolescence\] vs. \[delayed recall_childhood -- immediate recall_childhood\])).

We thank the reviewers for their suggestion. We agree that additional information about the relationship of memory consolidation between the two maturational stages is helpful to interpret our results.

To better describe the sleep-dependent performance during both time points, we directly compared the difference of delayed -- immediate recall during childhood and adolescence. We found no significant difference between the memory consolidation after a sleep retention interval between childhood and adolescence (t(32) = -1.43, p = 0.161, d = -0.35). This additional analysis reflects the interaction effect between maturation and recall time (F~1,32~ = 2.059, p = 0.161, η^2^ = 0.06) we report in the Results section. Note, that the coupling strength increase still predicts the increase in sleep-dependent memory consolidation on a single-subject level across maturation (rho = 0.54, p = 0.0011, Figure 4D). In addition, there was no correlation between the sleep-dependent performance changes during childhood and adolescence (rho = -0.01, p = 0.965; I.e. \[delayed recall~adolescence~ -- immediate recall~adolescence~\] with \[delayed recall~childhood~ -- immediate recall~childhood~ \]).

These additional analyses are now reported in Figure 1---figure supplement 1.

These results are also now referenced in the Results section:

"As previously shown (Hahn et al., 2019), memory recall improved from childhood to adolescence (Figure 1C; F~1,32~ = 38.071, p \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.54) and immediate recall was better than delayed recall (F~1,32~ = 6.408, p = 0.016, η^2^ = 0.17; Maturation\*Recall Time interaction: F~1,32~ = 2.059, p = 0.161, η^2^ = 0.06). Next, we assessed the relationship of sleep-dependent memory consolidation (delayed recall -- immediate recall) between childhood and adolescence and found no correlation between the two maturational stages (Figure 1---figure supplement 1A; for a direct comparison of sleep-dependent memory consolidation see Figure 1---figure supplement 1B)."

> 4\) While Figure 4C is interesting, the conclusions drawn from the comparison of immediate-immediate and delayed-delayed tests (each test has a different number of words and the performance of the older group close to ceiling) is related to maturation of general cognitive abilities, which are discussed in the previous article, and not directly related to memory processes during sleep, so the sleep-related conclusions from this comparison should be toned down.

We agree with the reviewers' concern. We did not intend to overstate our findings. Accordingly, we changed the wording throughout the manuscript to be more appropriate to our results. Specifically, we now state in the manuscript:

Abstract:

"After disentangling oscillatory components from 1/f activity, we found frequency shifts within SO and spindle frequency bands. \[...\] Critically, this increase indicated enhanced memory formation from childhood to adolescence."

Discussion summary:

"In a longitudinal sleep and memory study, we show that SOs and spindles become more precisely coupled during brain maturation from childhood to adolescence. \[...\] Collectively, our findings suggest that the emergence of precise temporal SO-spindle coordination might index the development of hippocampal-neocortical memory systems."

On the mechanistic relevance of SO-spindle coupling for memory consolidation:

"While some SO and spindle activity markers, such as amplitude and density have been previously associated with memory consolidation, our findings now could provide a mechanistic explanation how improved network coordination subserves memory formation."

On SO-spindle coupling being a marker for the human memory system:

"We demonstrate that improved temporal coordination between prefrontal SOs and sleep spindles indexes network maturation. \[...\] This might indicate that SO-spindle coupling is an inherent feature of the human memory system."

Additionally we now discuss Figure 4C in the light of the additional behavioral analyses conducted for Figure 1---figure supplement 1:

"In the present study, SO-spindle coupling strength did not predict sleep specific memory improvements (Figure 4---figure supplement 1F). \[...\] (2) Apart from memory consolidation, the coupling strength increase is also related to maturation of general cognitive abilities (Figure 1C and Figure 4C; also see Hahn et al., 2019), which further complicates disentangling sleep-specific memory benefits since both processes exhibit a substantial overlap (Hoedlmoser et al., 2014; Schabus et al., 2004; Schabus et al., 2006)."

> 5\) The main statement (and title) of the paper comes down to Figure 4D where the coupling strength is linked to sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement. How many electrodes showed a cluster-corrected correlation of this effect? Are they the same 2 electrodes as in Figure 4C or only F3? For this panel, the authors use a sub-group of spindle events that co-occur with detected SO-events -- presumably this sub-group is described in Figure 4B, it\'s a bit difficult to understand from the text. Can the authors explain whether/how the two main differences between the groups affect the coupling strength? The main differences that may bias this index are: (1) Increased spindle amplitude (Figure 2E) between groups and (2) the different percentage of spindles co-occurring with SO. As there are several options to quantify cross-frequency coupling, it is important to understand what the measure used in this paper is sensitive to.

We thank the reviewers for making us aware that we did not explain the rationale and usage of the different coupling parameters detailed enough. We fully agree that this issue makes it difficult to understand from the text which metric was used and how it influences the other coupling metrics. The reviewers raise several important issues, which we now have indexed for point by point responses.

First, we would like to reiterate our cross-frequency coupling analyses strategy. While cross-frequency coupling can be a value tool to assess brain network communication is bears several pitfalls that could confound the robustness of the analyses. Several recent publications (Aru et al., 2015; Cole and Voytek, 2017; Dvorak and Fenton, 2014; Gerber et al., 2016; Kramer et al., 2008; Scheffer-Teixeira and Tort, 2016) indicate that cross-frequency coupling can be severely impacted by (1) shifts in 1/f dynamics, (2) the absence of oscillations in the amplitude providing high frequency signal and the phase providing low frequency signal and (3) power differences between the compared groups (as power influences the precision of phase estimation).

Our analyses strategy encompassed several steps to mitigate these pitfalls. (1) We controlled for changes in 1/f dynamics by subtracting the fractal component from the power spectra (Figure 2C, D). (2) This step was further necessary to first, prove the presence of oscillations by showing clearly discernable SO and spindle peaks (Figure 2D and Figure 2---figure supplement 2A) and second, to inform the spindle detection algorithm using the individualized peak data to ensure the detection of valid spindle oscillation events.

We further mitigated the problem of the absence of oscillations by only assessing the coupling strength for spindle detections that were in close temporal proximity (co-occurred) with SO detections (Figure 3C and Figure 4---figure supplement 1D, E, G).

How the absence of co-occurring events influences the coupling analyses is illustrated in Figure 4---figure supplement 1D, where we computed our analyses across both sleep stages (NREM2 and NREM3) which entails a high number of isolated spindle events (without the presence of a SO) in NREM2 (Figure 3C).

3\) To overcome the clearly apparent power difference between childhood and adolescence (Figure 2A) we z-normalized all spindle events before extracting the corresponding SO phase. As indicated by Figure 3D there was no significant difference between childhood and adolescence in the phase providing SO-filtered signal and spindle event around the respective spindle peak at 0 s. Thus, making it unlikely that a power difference would have impacted our results.

In the following, we will respond to the specific issues raised by the reviewers point by point:

How many electrodes showed a cluster-corrected correlation in Figure 4D:

The topographical distribution of the correlation coefficients for the correlation between coupling strength increase and sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement (Figure 4D) is depicted in [Author response image 1](#sa2fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

![(A) Topographical distribution of the correlations between maturational coupling strength increase and enhanced sleep-dependent memory consolidation (related to Figure 4D).\
(B) Topographical distribution of the correlations between maturational coupling strength increase and recall performance increase.](elife-53730-resp-fig1){#sa2fig1}

The distribution of the effect was highly similar to the correlation analyses between coupling strength increase and recall performance improvement (Author response image 1B and Figure 4C). Therefore, we only showed the scatter plot for electrode F3. According to the reviewers' suggestion we also computed cluster-corrected correlation analyses and found that only F3 showed a cluster-corrected correlation between couplings strength increase and sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement (rho = 0.54, p = 0.023, cluster-corrected). Notably, it is important to consider that cluster size is also dependent on the arbitrarily chosen cluster-alpha, which only creates a threshold for considering a sample as a candidate member for the cluster (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007; Oostenveld et al., 2011). Further, because of the rather low spatial coverage of the ambulatory EEG, the detection of large clusters is also less likely. Taken together our results show, that co-occurrence corrected coupling strength increases predict sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancements on a single subject level after cluster-correction

Subgroup of spindles in preferred phase depicted in Figure 4B:

We agree with the reviewers that we did not describe the rationale of the analyses for Figure 4B clearly enough and combined with the other (interrelated) coupling parameters makes it hard for the reader to follow the analyses. The subgroup of spindles that is depicted in Figure 4B differs from the subgroup of spindles in Figure 4D. Figure 4B serves the purpose to illustrate the coupling strength increase from childhood to adolescence, which in other words translates to more spindles arriving in the preferred SO-phase. In Figure 4D we are showing the coupling strength that is corrected for co-occurrence (i.e. coupling strength computed only for events that co-occur with a detected SO-event). To improve comprehensibility, we added explanatory sentences to the manuscript about the results in Figure 4B and 4D:

Figure 4B:

"To further illustrate the impact of the coupling strength increase on spindle-SO-events, we calculated the percentage of spindle events that peaked at the preferred phase (± 22.5°) as compared to all detected events (Figure 4B, left). \[...\] These results reveal an overall increase in SO-spindle coupling precision from childhood to adolescence."

Figure 4D:

"Next, we only considered spindle events that co-occur with detected SO-events to (1) ensure more precise coupling metrics by guaranteeing the presence of oscillations and (2) to follow the notion that the temporal proximity of these events is crucial for sleep-dependent memory consolidation (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Helfrich et al., 2018b; Muehlroth et al., 2019; Rasch and Born, 2013). Participants with a stronger coupling strength increase also showed enhanced sleep-dependent memory consolidation (delayed recall -- immediate recall) from childhood to adolescence (rho = 0.54, p = 0.0011; Figure 4D, electrode F3)."

Figure 4D legend:

"(D) Correlation between coupling strength increase (co-occurrence corrected) and sleep-dependent memory consolidation enhancement (\[delayed recall~adolescence~ -- immediate recall~adolescence\]~ -- \[delayed recall~childhood~ -- immediate recall~childhood~\]) from childhood to adolescence at electrode F3: rho = 0.54, p = 0.0011. This indicates that subjects with a higher developmental increase in coupling strength show higher sleep benefits on memory consolidation."

Influence of group difference on the coupling strength:

Concerning SO spindle co-occurrence rate (Figure 3C): In order to compute reliable coupling estimates of SO and sleep spindles it is paramount to ensure that both events that are presumably coupled are actually present at the same time in the signal. Otherwise, this could cause spurious coupling estimates (see Figure 4---figure supplement 1D, E, G). Therefore, we conducted the co-occurrence analysis in order to assess, whether it is actually reasonable to compute SO-spindle coupling parameters in NREM2. SOs can occur in sleep stage NREM2; however, they are not the defining feature of this sleep stage. When comparing both developmental stages (childhood, adolescence) and sleep stages (NREM2, NREM3) using a repeated measure ANOVA, the co-occurrence rate was overall higher in NREM3 than in NREM2 (F(1.00, 32.00) = 2334.191, p \< 0.001). However, we found no overall difference between the developmental stages (F(1.00, 32.00) = 0.001, p = 0.971) and only a trend for a interaction between sleep stage and developmental stage (F(1.00, 32.00) = 3.973, p = 0.055). Because of the overall low co-occurrence rate in NREM2, we decided to restrict our analyses to NREM3 sleep to avoid spurious coupling estimates. Comparing co-occurrence rate between childhood and adolescence during NREM3 sleep showed no significant effect (t(32) = -0.9108, p = 0.37). Further, for computing the coupling strength, we were only considering spindle events that co-occurred with SOs based on the ±2.5s time criterion and thus we are already controlling for differences in co-occurrence rate.

Nonetheless, we partialed out the difference in co-occurence rate in NREM3 from the correlations between behavior and coupling strength and found the correlations unchanged:

Recall Performance: p.rho = 0.55, p = 0.0010

Sleep-dependent memory consolidation: p.rho = 0.53, p = 0.0017

We also added a description of what the co-occurrence rate reflects in the Results section of the manuscript to prevent confusion with the percentage of spindles in preferred phase metric:

"Next, we quantified how many separate SO and spindle event detections co-occurred within a 2.5 s time window (reflecting ± 2 SO cycles around the spindle peak (Helfrich et al., 2019)). \[...\] Co-occurrence rate was higher in NREM3 than NREM2 sleep during childhood and adolescence (Figure 3C; F~1,32~ = 2334.19, p \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.99). Subsequently we restricted our analyses to NREM3 sleep to avoid spurious cross-frequency coupling estimates caused by the lack of simultaneous detections during NREM2 sleep (for circular plots including NREM2 sleep see Figure 4---figure supplement 1D)."

Concerning the sleep spindle amplitude differences between childhood and adolescence and whether that could have affected the coupling analyses: The reviewers are correct that differences in power/amplitude can be a major confound in cross-frequency coupling analyses (Aru et al., 2015; Cole and Voytek, 2017; Gerber et al., 2016; Kramer et al., 2008; Scheffer-Teixeira and Tort, 2016). In order to mitigate this problem, we combined several methodological considerations to ensure viable coupling estimates. First, for detections of sleep spindles and SOs we were utilizing relative amplitude criteria (75-percentile threshold) to allow for comparable detection rates. Second, all detected events were subsequently z-normalized to alleviate amplitude differences (see Figure 3D). Note that we found no amplitude differences in SO-filtered spindle event around the peak. This is crucial because systematic differences in the phase-providing signal (SO-component of the spindle locked trial) can systemically affect the accuracy of the phase estimate. Therefore, we are confident that our coupling analyses are not confounded by amplitude differences in *detected* spindle events.

Considering the mentioned significant spindle amplitude differences that are depicted in Figure 2E, we first would like to note that the amplitude differences are clustered on posterior electrodes and not on frontal leads where we identified the relevant behavioral effects.

Critically, these spindle amplitude differences were also not related to any behavioral changes (see Figure 2---figure supplement 1C).

However, to rule out that the spindle amplitude differences could bias the coupling strength index we also computed partial correlations between the behavioral measures and coupling strength while controlling for spindle amplitude differences and found the correlations unchanged:

Recall Performance: p.rho = 0.57, p \< 0.001

Sleep-dependent memory consolidation: p.rho = 0.54, p = 0.0013

To clarify the relationship between spindle amplitude and cross-frequency coupling estimates, we edited the manuscript in two ways. Specifically we now state:

To ensure reliable coupling estimates, we further Z-normalized individual spindle-locked data epochs in the time domain (Figure 3D) for all subsequent analyses to avoid possible confounding amplitude differences (Aru et al., 2015; Cole and Voytek, 2017; Helfrich et al., 2018b). Differences in the grand average spindle time-lock directly reflect the enhanced SO-spindle coupling, which becomes visible in the time domain when more events are precisely coupled to the SO 'up-state'. This effect can also be appreciated in single subject spindle-locked data (Figure 3E, F, left). Note that we found no differences in the underlying SO-component around the spindle peak (0 s, time point of phase readout), thus, confirming that the Z-normalization alleviated possible amplitude differences (Figure 3D, inset; for non-normalized spindle-locked data see Figure 3---figure supplement 1).

We also edited the legend of Figure 3D:"(D) Grand average of z-normalized sleep spindle events (mean ± SEM) during childhood (blue) and adolescence (red) at electrode Fz with the corresponding SO-low-pass filtered (\< 2Hz) EEG-trace (inset). \[...\] Further note, no amplitude differences in the SO-filtered signal around the spindle peak at 0 s (i.e. time point of the phase readout)."

Different approaches to assess cross-frequency coupling and how they relate to the current event-locked coupling approach:

We thank the reviewer for this remark, which indeed is an essential consideration when studying cross-frequency interactions. First, it is important to highlight that all metrics are derived from the same time series through filtering and applying a Hilbert transform to extract the phase series of the low frequency component and the amplitude series of the faster frequency. The key question then becomes how the interaction between these two is quantified. Multiple methods have been introduced in the past (PLV: e.g. (Mormann et al., 2005); Modulation Index (Canolty et al., 2006); Kullback-Leibler Divergence Modulation Index (Tort et al., 2008); Oscillatory-triggered coupling (Dvorak and Fenton, 2014). For a recent comparison see also Hulsemann et al. 2019.

Since this is a major concern, we addressed this issue in great detail in previous publications.

First, a direct comparison of the employed coupling metric (which is conceptually similar to the oscillatory triggered coupling metric) with the classic Canolty MI indicated that both metrics are highly correlated (see Helfrich et al., 2018b, rho = 0.7645, p \< 0.0001). In the same vein, we conducted a more direct comparison between these coupling metrics in a different study recently (Helfrich et al., 2018a, see Supplementary Figure 4), and found high significant correlation between all compared metrics (Helfrich et al., 2018a, see Supplementary Figure 4).

Second, given that multiple artifacts can give rise to spurious cross-frequency coupling (Aru et al., 2015; Cole and Voytek, 2017; Gerber et al., 2016; Scheffer-Teixeira and Tort, 2016), we adopted a conservative analytical approach, which only quantifies coupling after the presence of clear oscillations has been established.

These issues are discussed in the Results section:

"Co-occurrence rate was higher in NREM3 than NREM2 sleep during childhood and adolescence (Figure 3C; F~1,32~ = 2334.19, p \< 0.001, η^2^ = 0.99). \[...\] To ensure reliable coupling estimates, we further Z-normalized individual spindle-locked data epochs in the time domain (Figure 3D) for all subsequent analyses to avoid possible confounding amplitude differences (Aru et al., 2015; Cole and Voytek, 2017; Helfrich et al., 2018b)."

To address the relationship between the coupling metric in the present study and other cross-frequency coupling methods, as well as how they can be impacted by differences in the underlying signal, we added two statements to the manuscript. We now specifically state:

"To quantify the interplay of SO and spindle oscillations, we employed event-locked cross-frequency analyses (Dvorak and Fenton, 2014; Helfrich et al., 2018b; Staresina et al., 2015). \[...\] Therefore, we adopted a conservative approach by first alleviating power differences (Figure 2B and Figure 3D) and establishing the presence of oscillations in the signal (Figure 2D and Figure 3C)."

And

"Next, we only considered spindle events that co-occur with detected SO-events to (1) ensure more precise coupling metrics by guaranteeing the presence of oscillations and (2) to follow the notion that the temporal proximity of these events is crucial for sleep-dependent memory consolidation (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Helfrich et al., 2018b; Muehlroth et al., 2019; Rasch and Born, 2013). Participants with a stronger coupling strength increase also showed enhanced sleep-dependent memory consolidation (delayed recall -- immediate recall) from childhood to adolescence (rho = 0.54, p = 0.0011; Figure 4D, electrode F3)."

[^1]: These authors contributed equally to this work.
